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Press release
 
 

Promod chooses Nedap iD Cloud to push digitization 
strategy 
Real-time RFID data in the supply chain leads to optimized product 
availability 
 
Groenlo, the Netherlands, January 25 2022 
 

Nedap (AMS:NEDAP), the global leader in RFID solutions, is selected by major French-based 
womenswear retailer Promod to deploy the iD Cloud platform throughout its stores. After rolling 
out to Promod’s own retail stores, the aim is to connect international partner stores. The 
deployment of all owned and affiliated stores has been achieved in less than a year. The main 
objective is to leverage real-time inventory data to unlock Pick-from-Store, enabling Promod to 
use store inventory for omnichannel purposes. 

 
Promod is known for a wide variety of fresh styles with French feminine allure, with new items coming in each 
week. To make sure items hit the right sales channels, Promod is applying RFID labels at the point of 
manufacture which allows for item tracking in all 420 stores and inbound verification in distribution centers in 
real-time. This unified view on inventory data allows Promod for accurate demand fulfillment, whether the 
consumer decides to purchase online or in store. 
 
Status management 
“Retail and the way consumers are engaging with brands is changing. That means we had to change too. We 
have always been good in building great customer experiences, especially in our stores. To enhance this 
experience now and in the future we need to know exactly where items are in the supply chain. In addition to 
location, it is also important that we know their status. That way, we can be sure that an item reserved online to 
be picked up later from the store is not accidentally sold in the meantime. This is only possible if we have real-
time insight into stock data”, says Olivier Parenti, International Sales Manager at Promod. 
 
Fully IT-integrated within two months 
After carefully weighing a handful of providers against each other, Promod decided to move forward with Nedap. 
Claire Thelliez, CIO at Promod comments: "We were looking for a robust solution with proven technology. Nedap 
appeared to be the best vendor in the market, able to offer a scalable solution. The API-driven approach allowed 
us to start and scale quickly with a small task force." 
 
Promod integrated ERP and POS systems with the iD Cloud platform within two months using APIs. "The fact 
that a far-reaching IT project can be completed so quickly with a small team, in the middle of a lockdown due to 
a pandemic, says enough about the scalability of this solution. People on the store floor are also responding 
enthusiastically to the iD Cloud solution. This is positive for us, as it will further accelerate the adoption of RFID 
technology within our organization in partnership with Nedap", says Claire Thelliez. 
 
Merchandise simply available 
To continue the growth of Promod's fan base, product availability is vital. The use of RFID technology ensures 
that Promod can guarantee this, without having to overproduce and overstock. Myriam Beugnet, Director of 
RFID Retail Solutions at Nedap France: "We are delighted that Promod has chosen us as its RFID partner. The 
pragmatic approach of both their project team and ours has proven to be a pleasant collaboration so far. We are 

https://www.nedap-retail.com/?utm_source=Promod&utm_medium=Press+release
https://www.promod.eu/
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proud to have successfully rolled out our RFID solution during a challenging period where we couldn’t always 
meet in person and will continue to help them pursue their digitalization strategy, where providing the ultimate 
shopping experience is ultimately our common goal." 
 

End of press release 
 
About Nedap N.V. 
Nedap focuses on the development and supply of Technology for Life: 
technological solutions that make people more comfortable and 
successful in their professional lives. Nedap N.V. has a workforce of 
over 800 employees and operates on a global scale. The company was 
founded in 1929 and has been listed on Euronext Amsterdam since 
1947. Its headquarters are located in Groenlo, the Netherlands.  
 
About Nedap Retail 
Nedap is the global leader in RFID-based retail solutions and helps 
retailers achieve perfect inventory visibility, with zero waste and no 
losses. Nedap’s iD Cloud platform simplifies the multi-store retail and 
supply chain management using RFID and gives retailers real-time 
item-level insights into their stock levels and the exact location of each 
item. Using these real-time insights, retailers can be more agile, offer 
customers a better omnichannel shopping experience, and increase 
sales. 
 
About Promod 
In 1975, Francis-Charles Pollet opened the first Promod store and 
invited women to discover a colorful, feminine fashion, accessible to all 
and of high quality. Since then, the family story continues with his son 
Julien appointed president of Promod in 2018. 
Together, with all its 3 000 employees, the brand is guided by a passion 
for textiles, communicative energy, a benevolent smile and the desire to 
always look to the future.  
Promod is present in 10 countries with more than 420  stores.  
Promod’s goal is to develop fashion without forgetting its values of 
quality and innovation - to be a citizen, innovative and eco-responsible 
brand. And it starts with a commitment to customers and partners for 
the benefit of all of us! 
www.promod.com 

     
  

  
   

  
 

      
 

 
 

 

  

 

 

For more information,  
please contact: 
Ilse Protsman 
Marketing Communication Manager 
Nedap Retail 
 
+31 6 55 41 51 67 
www.linkedin.com/in/ilse-protsman/ 
ilse.protsman@nedap.com 
www.nedap-retail.com 
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